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I am making a script
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where I need to
upload files to a
cloud storage drive
and make a file
stream to send a
video with a folder. I
have tried and
tested other
solutions such as
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SFTP and more but I
am pretty new to
programming and
this is my first time
with VB script. I will
really appreciate if
you can help me
out. Here is the link
to the script that I
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use. I am using
ADVLibrary for
upload and save the
files to my PLCSIM
and was instructed
to use CFC. This is
the code below that
I am using. Private
Sub btUpload_Click()
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On Error GoTo
ErrHandler Dim
sSFTP As New
AdV.SFTP Dim sFTP
As New AdV.FTP Dim
sFileToUpload As
String 'Call
UploadFile
sFileToUpload = "C:\
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Users\Owen\Desktop
\Advocacy\Advocacy
\Research and Prep
Format\Research
and Prep
Format\ADV\All
Documents \2018 Practice Advisor
2.xlsx"
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sFileToUpload =
Right(sFileToUpload,
Len(sFileToUpload) 4) With sSFTP
.LocalPath = "\\myS
erver\ADV\Uploads"
.LogOnUser =
"myUserName"
.LogOnPassword =
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"myPassword" End
With sFTP.open("sSF
TP.sftp")
sFTP.PutFile
sFileToUpload, "C:\U
sers\Owen\Desktop\
Advocacy\Advocacy\
Research and Prep
Format\Research
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and Prep
Format\ADV\All
Documents \2018 Practice Advisor
2.xlsx" sFTP.Close()
sSFTP.Close() Print
"Upload Succeeded"
ExitHandler: On
Error Resume Next
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Exit Sub ErrHandler:
'clean up Application
0cc13bf012
Hi, Please provide me a demo
link for sample cfc files. I have a
project in which I need to create
a cfc. please guide me which cfc
software i should use. I should
receive the cfc file and then I
need to work on it and compile I
have an old VB 6 app that has
memory leak and all I want is to
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make some change to it to
update it, but I want to know if it
is possible to use the same base
code to update it. Basically, I
want to apply some modification
in the code without changing it
to little but I want to make sure
the original code is there in case
something happens. If this is
possible, how can I do that?
Thanks -The... We have IOS app
for our restaurant, we have
encountered following issue. 1.
Home page when select some
restaurant name, its stop while
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we click other restaurant name,
when we press back button from
that restaurant page it redirect
to the home page. 2. When we
click list view item, it doesnt load
in app, instead it redirect to
home page. The home page IOS
version supports 200+
restaurants... I have an asp.net
mvc with Entity Framework
4.1.2. I have a form where a user
can add 3 relations to a
document. That is, he can add 3
new Tasks to one of these
documents. (which I have
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already created the table). And
there are some restrictions on
the data (for example, the user
should enter the Id's of the 2
documents to which he wants to
add the Tasks, where the Id's are
the primary keys). I ex... I have a
multiple level shopping cart that
will need to be sent to a PDF
document, which needs to be
very well defined as it will need
to be printed in the stores. The
customers and items are loaded
from a CSV file in the back end.
The data can be sent to the PDF
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easily as it is a straight forward
table structure. I would also
prefer not to have dynamic
pages. So... We are creating a
travel portal where people can
book their tickets and hotel
room, we are using PHP Laravel
framework to make our API
works and also to get the user
input and saves to database.
One of the major things we are
also going to implement is
Google Maps, Facebook, Twitter
login and an alert system. We
would like to make it using
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Support New Chart and Graph
Editor. Advdata is fully supported
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the latest version of the chart
and graph editor.Rugby Sevens
is like no other game in the
world. It’s fast, very hard, and
there are a few rules. Sevens is
perfect for those who love the
speed and action of the game,
but are looking for a more time
efficient way to play. Though it’s
been a full length 7s game since
the late 90s, the latest
development is being a full
length 7s game, but with almost
no rules. Modern rugby Sevens is
leaving the traditional Sevens in
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its wake, often involving more
players, larger fields, and a
whole lot more action. But the
big problem is the rules. Rules in
7s are tight. They set up a game
that’s not the same as a league,
not the same as a tournament,
and not the same as a World
Cup. The technical side of
Sevens is centered on rugby
rules; tackling, scrums, rucks,
and lineouts. But the only way to
play these is through some
custom made rugby rules.
Sevens rugby in its current state
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was made solely for rugby
referees, players, and rules
writers. The problem is that this
is only one side of the game. It’s
critical to recognize that this is a
game, and like all games, rules
are only a part of it. In traditional
7s rugby, the rules are mostly
set up to make a player feel like
he’s playing a match; the
importance of these games is in
the feel and pace. Confining
rules to certain aspects of the
game is what gives it the feel of
a “rugby match”. But if you
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watch the actual matches, there
is only one game being played,
and all the rules are showing.
The other thing about Sevens is
that it’s fast. Though Sevens is a
2 minute game, there are only
15 players on the field at a time.
There are 7 players with a ball in
hand (one back touch line, one
lineout and one scrum player per
team), so it’s critical to think
about how to keep every player
on the field and how to give
them the opportunity to make as
much of a difference as possible.
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Together, the lack of rules and
the speed are the big missing
ingredients in our modern day
Sevens. But how do you set up a
game that is
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